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EVENT  
HORIZON

The story of Horizon is the culmination of a future-focussed mentality and a 
blue-water manufacturer that tackle their challenges head-on. 

WORDS Staff IMAGES Various
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In the middle of 2018, Horizon Yacht 
announced that they’d be assuming operations 
of Horizon Motor Yachts Australia, drawing 

the local lot into the global fold to facilitate a greater 
worldwide owner experience. In a connected world 
where borders seem to be getting blurrier by the day, 
Horizon have once again shown how willing they 
are to adapt to the times – something they’ve done 
on countless occasions to punctuate their remarkable 
success story. 

GIVING BERTH
When the founders of Horizon Yacht set the 
cornerstone to their fledgeling business in 1987, 
the mission was simple: to build the ultimate 
dream yachts for their clients. In practice, however, 
naval architect and CEO John Lu, along with a 
start-up team of just under 30 employees, showed 
that success would only grow from a blend of 
precise attention to detail, gruelling hard work and 
market-leading vision.

In the beginning they offered sub-50-foot 
motoryachts to customers in the US, Australia 

and Sweden, but as global economy shifted, 
early-90s required a different approach. Their first 
foray into larger footprints came in the form of a 
58-footer, that accompanied a change in focus to 
include Europe and Asia. The Elegance models 
were of particular interest to the newly established 
markets and before long their growing success 
prompted Horizon to produce their first 80-foot 
model, which launched in 1993. 

EXPAND AND CONQUER
As the company expanded rapidly during the 90s, 
Lu felt that their production scale was limited 
by the size of their factory, so his vision moved 
towards increasing production capacity with 
specialised processes. This led to a re-structuring 
of the business in the early-00s, redefining and 
isolating the roles of each of the three companies 
under the Horizon umbrella – Atech Composites, 
Vision Yachts and Premier Yachts. Atech took 
care of composite engineering and the brand’s 
VARTM (Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer 
Moulding) hulls and superstructures; Vision 

FROM TOP  
All hands on deck at 
Horizon Open House, 
2018; FD77 Skyline 
under construction; 
Dreams coming true at 
the Horizon yards

built yachts between 52 and 80 feet; and Premier 
provided refit, maintenance and care services for 
everything 100-foot plus. Then came a CNC 
tooling centre and furniture specialist.

ROUGH SEAS
By this point the parent company Horizon Yacht 
employed more than 1,000 people, spread over 
111,000 square metres (more than 1.2 million 
square feet) of real estate. And then the global 
financial crisis swept in and threatened to crush 
the luxury yacht-building industry. When Horizon’s 
largest dealer, Drettmann, went bankrupt, they 
were faced with a number of uncertainties. 

Despite the cancellation of the bulk of upcoming 
orders, the company took a new ‘self build, self 
market’ approach to their remaining projects, 
while John Lu reinforced the brand’s identity and 
awareness to minimise the effect of economic 
fluctuations. After having weathered the storm, 
Horizon came out of the GFC as a strengthened, 
consolidated company with an unstoppable 
momentum; one that ushered them into the ranks 
of the world’s top five leading manufacturers, where 
they have sat for the last nine years. 

“Buyers are now coming back for their third or 
fourth boats,” says CEO John Lu, “we find buyers 
getting more hands on and involved in the design 
process as they are able to build a custom yacht. If 
they can dream it, we will build it.”

OVER THE RAINBOW
Over the coming years John Lu plans to push 
the company forward, saying he intends for it to 
become “the number one custom yacht builder 
in the world.” With this will come new models, 
a larger network of service centres and a more 
connected global presence. 

“Horizon will not only represent a luxury yacht, 
but a way of life.” 

ABOVE Open House 
2018 at Horizon City 
Marina, Taiwan
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E Series 

When you experience the blend of elegant and 
functional design that permeates the E Series, it’s 
easy to see why this is the most popular of Horizon’s 
offerings. There are currently eight models within 
the E Series, stretching from 56 to 98 feet – each 
available with a multitude of customisable options 
to suit any cruising sensibility. Many are available 
in both open and closed flybridge variations, while 
every one has a voluminous hull that’s defined by 
sleek lines and harmonious proportions that provide 
comfortable on-water living. 

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE  This open galley aboard the E75 has a comfortable, family 
feel; Exceptional finishing can be found throughout the E75; The sun always shines on Horizon’s E88

FD Series 

The evolution of the FD Series, a 
collection of advanced fast displacement 
motoryachts produced in collaboration 
with the Dutch design studio of Cor D 
Rover, marks a particular point of pride 
for John Lu. Their piercing bow and 
hull shape enable efficient cruising and 
excellent stability, while lending the 
high-volume vessel a bold aesthetic. 
Their large interior spaces are flooded 
with natural light, including the deck-
level master cabin that encapsulates 
the definition of luxury. With options 
available from 77 to 125 feet, the FD 
Series is perfect for those who want to 
make a serious statement. 

ABOVE Horizon’s FD85 is one of the most  
handsome boats you’ll encounter
RIGHT The FD85 has no qualms about mixing 
business with pleasure, extending the stately feel as 
far as the helm
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PC Series 

The power catamaran designs that make up the PC Series are the Shangri-La of 
owner operator cruisers. With loads of deck space, superior blue water cruising 
credentials and chic interior designs, these twin-hull tourers are more akin to a 
floating holiday house than what many would associate with a classic cat. Whether 
aboard the the 52 or the 74-foot version, the spaces below deck are designed to 
maximise room, providing comfortable accommodation for owners and guests. 
The family-friendly cruisers are available with both open and enclosed flybridges, 
there’s a configuration of features to suit any style of holiday making. 

RP Series 

When it comes to superlative seakeeping, 
you just can’t go past the RP Series. 
Horizon’s low resistance hull platform 
ensures a smooth ride, while an exterior 
profile design by J.C. Espinosa maximises 
deck space for sun-lovers and outdoor 
enthusiasts. Horizon will lay-out the 
innards with any configuration the 
owner desires – with customisable hulls 
available from 97-feet and up, the only 
limit your imagination. 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP  
The PC65 will have the most ardent mono-hull supporter wondering 
if two hulls are in fact better than one; What a spot to spend a day or 
two!; The PC65’s wide beam produces a saloon that’s more akin to an 
inner-city apartment

RIGHT Every interior is a 
reflection of the owner’s personal 
style, the only limit is their 
imagination
BELOW The RP110 is the 
manifestation of a dream
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE  
The V72 can facilitate any ocean-going lifestyle with the upmost gran-
duer; There’s no losing sleep aboard Horizon’s V80; The V68 heading 
off on its next adventure

V Series 

The V Series is Horizon’s Jack of all 
trades collection, with versatility at the 
core of each build. A plumb bow design 
courtesy of Stimson Yachts allows for 
a lower waterline and reduced drag at 
low speeds, making them an ideal choice 
for first-time buyers. Cockpits can be 
furnished to suit anglers, divers and 
watersports weekenders, while spacious 
decks and accommodation make for an 
easy-going long-haul leisure cruise. The 
68 to 80-foot V Series models also offer 
the ability to accommodate crew, while 
owner operators can opt to have the 
extra space set up for friends and family.

P Series 

Horizon’s palatial tri-deck P Series is 
built for the ultimate cruising experience. 
The external design is sleek and stylish, 
while award-winning fit and finish options 
allow for a customisable layout to suit 
any lifestyle. With hulls from 110 to 140 
feet, the P Series is responsible for such 
award winning builds as Miss Rose, which 
demonstrates just how refined a luxury 
yacht can be. 

TOP The mighty P110 is a beauty on the water 
LEFT On the inside, the P110 is a luxurious home 
away from home
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Quick Specs

HORIZON RP110
PRICE POA
LENGTH 33.53m
BEAM 7.62m
DRAFT 1.83m
DISPLACEMENT 160t
FUEL 21,000L
WATER 3,100L
ENGINE 2 × Caterpillar C32 
ACERT

THAT SPECIAL 
TOUCH OF 
PARADISE 

Ben Keys travelled west for issue #464, where he found that a superyacht 
named Paradise exceeded all expectations.

A yacht that’s lacking in real functionality is 
nothing more than a showboat, little more 
than superficial beauty. It doesn’t matter 

how refined the styling, such a vessel can’t go to sea 
in more than a stiff breeze let alone go the distance 
for a real getaway. Yet a well thought out, functional 
design has a beauty all it’s own, don’t you think? 
Nobody knows this better than Horizon. 

When the aptly-named Paradise pulled up 
to it’s new home in WA, the RP110 was the 
largest yacht Horizon had sold into Australia. 
The design is an evolution of the P110 Tri-Deck, 
but is distinguished by its broad hard-topped 
raised pilothouse – hence the RP prefix. This 
permanently shaded area offers a welcome 
reprieve from the scalding west-Australian sun 
and starts to reveal exactly why the buyer chose 
this particular boat. 

The far north-west coast is one of the last 
frontiers of Australian wilderness exploration. 

Covering huge distances with very few chances 
to resupply gives boating near the Kimberly a 
pioneering feel. Of course it can be done by any 
number of hardy vessels, as evidenced by the 
quantity of charters that brave these waters,  
but it’s hard to imagine that any such vessel 
could be crammed with so many creature 
comforts as Paradise.

Once you peel back the familiar exterior that 
wraps this RP110, the third hull to hit the seas, 
it becomes clear that it is a distinctly Australian 
superyacht. To ensure such specificity, the team 
from Oceaneer Marine Brokers made a number  
of trips to the Taiwan yard throughout the two-
year build period.

One of the biggest differences sits below the 
waterline; the boats keel has been extended by 30 
centimetres to stop it swinging when anchored in 
the strong WA winds. To further shore her against 
the beastly breeze, Paradise has been upgraded with 

two Muir VRC6000 windlasses, hauling a pair 
of 160-kilogram anchors. Other major changes 
include a second desalinator, bulk refrigeration and 
an onboard diesel bowser to service tenders. All in 
all, the list of long-range customisations made to 
this vessel runs to a full 10 pages!

Yet this capable voyager isn’t defined merely 
by its ocean-going prowess. Paradise spares no 
expense when it comes to entertaining guests and 
hosting high-class social gatherings. A number of 
open spaces and comfortable settings provide the 
perfect backdrop, while a large commerical-style 
galley will allow a number of chefs to cook  
up a storm. Vast lounges and marble bars are  
scattered about, but it’s additional touches such  
as the inbuilt teppenyaki BBQ and spa that set 
this yacht apart. 

Inner areas have been finished with South 
American walnut and ebony, which is contrasted 
by chrome fittings and white upholstery. The 
accommodation covers two floors, consisting of 
a master stateroom on the main deck with four 
guest rooms – two doubles and two twins – and 
crew quarters below. All of the guest rooms have 
their own en suite, while the two doubles even 
have walk-in wardrobes. 

Even the crew are treated to their own share of 
luxurious living with a separate lounge, kitchenette 
and laundry. The captain’s cabin, a double, has also 
been equipped with a 12-inch Furuno MFD so 
they can keep an eye things when at rest. At this 
point it goes without saying that the running gear, 
engines, navigational equipment and all other 
systems are top notch.

Horizon’s third RP110 was built to the most 
exacting specifications. It doesn’t merely tick  
the boxes for every conceivable upgrade, it’s  
fully customised for its intended life on  
Australia’s west coast. It’s time to rethink your 
notion of Paradise. 
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Quick Specs

HORIZON PC52
PRICE (as tested) 
$2,890,000
LENGTH 15.71m
BEAM 6.73m
DRAFT xxxx
DISPLACEMENT 27.4t
FUEL 3028L
WATER 1022L
ENGINE 2 × 550hp 
Cummins QSB

TWIN-HULL 
TEMPTRESS

John Willis is a sucker for a great pair of hulls, in issue #468 he succumbed  
to the siren song of this seductive power cat.

Catamarans have staged a major resurgence 
over recent years. There are plenty of 
reasons why one would opt for a cat over a 

monohull – fuel efficiency, stability, liveability – but 
that doesn’t go as far as to explain why the market 
has experienced this twin-hull trend. At the root of 
every trend lies an influencer and in this case, the 
Horizon PC52 is at the top of the pyramid.

This hot-to-trot Horizon did more than 
bring sexy back to the masses, it reminded us 
that this level of lustful longing could only be 
achieved with a side of grace and dignity. At 
a time when the majority of catamarans were 
little more than yacht hulls minus the sticks and 
rags, this little slice of heaven popped up as the 
picture perfect power cat.  

As you board the PC52 you’ll be enamoured 
with its perfectly sized rear platforms that 
facilitate both bluewater blasts and aquatic play. 
Smooth teak boards lead up to a rear lounge 
with a polished walnut table that’s fit to host 
a presidential feast. To port you’ll find a large 

moulded chest that contains a fridge/freezer and 
holds a large TV. 

If the shade of aft isn’t to your liking you’re 
bound to find pleasure perched above the prows 
upon the novel seats in the sponsons. The area is 
clear of tackle and free of junk, and it’s easy to 
go all the way from one end to the other thanks 
to the companionways that run along each hull. 

Taking refuge in the saloon, you’d be forgiven 
for thinking you’d stepped into a modest inner-
city penthouse. The generous 6.73-metre beam 
allows for palatial living spaces in the context 
of a 52-foot boat. These large areas use their 
ample space to create light, airy and extremely 
liveable common areas, while the hulls are 
endowed with generous bedrooms. The interiors 
feel luxurious, yet tastefully minimal, thanks to a 
well considered mix of finishes. From the bright 
wooden panels, laid with horizontal grain, to the 
gleaming white work surfaces, the interior wraps 
its residents with a warm, welcoming embrace. 

The well appointed galley invites those aboard 

to crank up the heat and get sizzling, while 
large bathrooms let everyone get steamy with 
ease. Once you penetrate deeper into the boat 
you’ll find that starboard hull houses the main 
stateroom and owner’s bathroom, while the 
port contains an almost equally luxurious VIP 
stateroom and a smaller bedroom, separated by 
the guest bathroom.

Of course, it’s not just superficial delights 
that await the lucky few who board this beauty, 
as they’ll also be treated with exhilarating 
performance on the water – suffice it to say, she’s 
slippery when wet. Propulsion comes courtesy of 
two engorged 550 horsepower Cummins QSB 
6.7L in-line, six-cylinder turbo charged diesels. 
These are strapped to a 13.5kW Onan generator 
to keep all of your thirsty playthings running  
at max power. 

There’s no doubt about it, the Horizon PC52 
is the stuff dreams are made of. Take off your 
shoes and come on in, this might be the one. 
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Quick Specs

HORIZON E88
PRICE From $6,300,000
LENGTH 27.24m
BEAM 6.4m
DRAFT 1.91m
DISPLACEMENT 82t
FUEL 10,250L
WATER 1,900L
ENGINE 2 × Caterpillar 
C32A

WIDE-BODIED 
BEAUTY

 Issue #438 saw Jeff Strang set out on the E88, where he experienced the 
delights of the boat’s unique charm. 

It can be hard to resist the urge to compare one 
boat to another. Indeed, it’s tempting to liken 
Horizon’s E88 to the longer of its lineage, the 

P110 – but wouldn’t that be reductive? Are the  
easy metaphors just there to snag lazy journalistic 
minds and lure them into calm colloquial waters? 
It would be straight forward to point out the 
similarities and differences, but that’s not our 
style. We’re more interested in what makes this a 
standout boat in its own right.

The E88 is a distillation lessons learned over 
years of attention to detail. It employs a blend 
of performance-proven power and high-tech 
construction that will please the even the most 
scrutinising yachtsmen. Relative to its size, the 
E88 has punchy acceleration and is capable of 
reaching speeds of 25 knots-plus with ease. It 
avoids the tendency of many larger boats to lean 
outward prior to the stabilisers kicking in, while it 
remains remarkably nimble at the dock. 

The boat’s three-tiered layout has been 
broken up in the usual fashion: a flybridge 
with mezzanine and tender storage on top; the 
saloon, galley and aft deck in the middle; and 
accommodation and engine compartments below. 
There’s nothing about about any of these spaces 
that would instantly jump to your attention – it’s 
not until closer inspection that the E88 bares its 
true individuality. 

The choice between cherry, maple and macore 
wood finishing enable prospective owners to 
personalise the interior, complemented by teak 
and holly flooring. The captain and navigator 
operate the top-notch systems at their fingertips 
from the comfort of leather Stidd seats, while 

guests recline in the spacious skylounge at their 
rear, or out on the generous mezzenine. 

Galley and saloon are separated by a partial 
wall, creating a laid back casual cooking and 
dining area and a more formal area complete  
with standalone dining table. Glossy wood 
panelling continues throughout, while granite  
and marble benchtops provide plenty of surface 
space for kitchen wizardry. 

Below decks are comfortable crew quarters 
and luxurious accommodation, separated by 
soundproofed walls that conceal two Caterpillar 
C32s. The 6.5-metre wide hull fits a four-cabin 

layout with four en suites. All up the boat sleeps 
12 people – although you could probably squeeze 
one more into the master suite’s king-sized bed if 
you needed to. 

Okay, so perhaps on reflection the E88 offers 
everything you’d expect from a big luxury yacht; 
fine by us. Truth be told, not everyone wants their 
White Boat to stand out in the world’s most 
fashionable ports. But there will always be those 
discerning few who cast knowing glances and 
subtle nods of approval, and that’s what this boat 
is all about – personal satisfaction for the quietly 
confident owner.  
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